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Development of the Mechanical
Properties of Engineered Skin
Substitutes After Grafting
to Full-Thickness Wounds
Engineered skin substitutes (ESSs) have been reported to close full-thickness burn
wounds but are subject to loss from mechanical shear due to their deficiencies in tensile
strength and elasticity. Hypothetically, if the mechanical properties of ESS matched those
of native skin, losses due to shear or fracture could be reduced. To consider modifica-
tions of the composition of ESS to improve homology with native skin, biomechanical
analyses of the current composition of ESS were performed. ESSs consist of a degradable
biopolymer scaffold of type I collagen and chondroitin-sulfate (CGS) that is populated
sequentially with cultured human dermal fibroblasts (hF) and epidermal keratinocytes
(hK). In the current study, the hydrated biopolymer scaffold (CGS), the scaffold popu-
lated with hF dermal skin substitute (DSS), or the complete ESS were evaluated mechani-
cally for linear stiffness (N/mm), ultimate tensile load at failure (N), maximum extension
at failure (mm), and energy absorbed up to the point of failure (N-mm). These biome-
chanical end points were also used to evaluate ESS at six weeks after grafting to full-
thickness skin wounds in athymic mice and compared to murine autograft or excised mu-
rine skin. The data showed statistically significant differences (p <0.05) between ESS
in vitro and after grafting for all four structural properties. Grafted ESS differed statisti-
cally from murine autograft with respect to maximum extension at failure, and from
intact murine skin with respect to linear stiffness and maximum extension. These results
demonstrate rapid changes in mechanical properties of ESS after grafting that are com-
parable to murine autograft. These values provide instruction for improvement of the bio-
mechanical properties of ESS in vitro that may reduce clinical morbidity from graft loss.
[DOI: 10.1115/1.4026290]

Introduction

Permanent wound closure is critical to the survival of patients
with massive burns, traumatic injuries, or congenital conditions
that require the replacement of significant portions of their skin
[1,2]. It is estimated that as many as 500,000 burns are treated in
the U.S. every year with approximately 20,000 of these resulting
in hospitalization [3]. Advances in burn care have significantly
reduced mortality rates for massive burns. From 2003–2012, pedi-
atric burn injuries covering 50% of their total body surface area
(TBSA) or greater had an average of 29.4% mortality [3]. These
survival rates are achieved by providing a regimen of critical care
that is costly and requires lengthy hospitalizations. Furthermore,
in those instances where TBSA is high and donor sites for skin
autograft are not readily available, the need for an alternative skin
substitute may become definitive.

Several tissue-engineering strategies have been developed to
improve permanent wound closure for patients with massive burns
or other injuries that require the replacement of significant por-
tions of their skin [1,4,5]. These strategies generally involve the
use of degradable polymer scaffolds, cells, or some combination
of the two and have provided significant benefits to patients by
providing a life-saving barrier that promotes rapid healing and sta-
ble wound closure [6,7]. However, many skin substitutes suffer
from poor mechanical properties and can be easily damaged dur-
ing handling or by tensile or shear forces in situ after transplanta-
tion. Even after remodeling and integrating with the host tissue,
the repaired tissue often does not recover the mechanical

properties of native skin and the extracellular matrix (ECM) is
never restored to its uninjured condition [8–10].

Previous studies from this laboratory have reported an autolo-
gous engineered skin substitute (ESS) for excised, full-thickness
burns that provides permanent wound closure [6,11,12]. For this
model of ESS, keratinocytes from the epidermis and fibroblasts
from the dermis are isolated from a biopsy of a patient’s remaining
viable skin. The cells are then expanded in vitro until sufficient
numbers are obtained and then inoculated into a collagen-glycos-
aminoglycan scaffold (CGS). After inoculation, the ESS is incu-
bated in vitro for one to two weeks to allow the formation of an
epidermal-dermal construct that may be grafted onto the patient.
Over time, the ESS graft remodels, becomes soft and pliable, and
restores the essential physiologic barrier to fluid loss and infection.

Despite the success of this model, much remains to be learned
regarding the relationships between the degradation of the colla-
gen scaffold and synthesis of extracellular matrix during the
remodeling process and how these factors integrate across scales
ranging from nanometers to centimeters to generate the mechani-
cal and physiologic properties of the engineered skin. To evaluate
these properties, the ESS containing human cells were tested
mechanically at two weeks of incubation in vitro and at six weeks
after grafting to a full-thickness wound in athymic mice. Addi-
tional context for changes in the remodeling and mechanical prop-
erties of the ESS was obtained by comparing ESS in vitro to an
acellular CGS, or to a dermal skin substitute (DSS) consisting of
CGS populated with hF and by comparing grafted ESS to murine
autograft or uninjured murine skin.

Materials and Methods

Cell Culture. Epidermal keratinocytes and dermal fibroblasts
were coisolated from surgical discard (neonatal foreskins)
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obtained under a protocol approved by the University of Cincin-
nati Institutional Review Board. The cells were incubated and
subcultured with selective growth media [13–15] and cyropre-
served at low passage numbers. For this study, passage three
human dermal fibroblasts (hF) were thawed and incubated in T-
150 tissue culture flasks containing supplemented Dulbecco’s
modified Eagle’s medium [15]. Human keratinocytes (hK) were
propagated in modified medium MCDB153 [16,17].

ESS Fabrication and Incubation. Collagen-glycosaminogly-
can scaffolds (CGS) were fabricated from bovine skin collagen
and chondroitin-6-sulfate as described elsewhere [15,18]. Briefly,
bovine skin collagen was solubilized in 0.5M acetic acid, copreci-
pitated with chondroitin-6-sulfate, and homogenized. The homog-
enate was injected into casting frames, frozen, lyophilized,
crosslinked via thermal dehydration in a vacuum oven at 140 �C
for 24 h, and sterilized by c-irradiation.

Six c-irradiated CGS, measuring approximately 9 cm � 9 cm,
were rehydrated with 70% isopropanol and rinsed repeatedly with
medium UCMC160. DSS were prepared by inoculation of hF
onto CGS at a density of 0.5� 106 cells/cm2. On the following
day (defined as day 0), five ESS were prepared by inoculation of
hK onto five of the six DSS at a density of 1.0� 106 cells/cm2.
DSS and ESS were maintained at the air-liquid interface by plac-
ing them upon a perforated stainless steel frame, a cotton filter pa-
per, and a nonadherent, polypropylene dressing (N-terface

VR

,
Winfield Laboratories, Richardson, TX). The cotton filter paper
acted as a wick for medium transport between the dermal compo-
nent of the ESS and the medium in the culture dish. The N-terface
dressing facilitated ESS transfer between tissue culture dishes.
ESSs were incubated at 37 �C and 5% CO2 with daily medium
changes until they were either grafted to animals (day 14) or
tested mechanically (day 15).

Surface Electrical Capacitance. Surface electrical capaci-
tance (SEC) provides a surrogate measurement of the formation
of the epidermal barrier as a function of surface hydration. SEC
measurements of ESS surface hydration decrease as the barrier is
established. SEC measurements were made with a NOVA dermal
phase meter (DPM 9003, NOVA Technology, Portsmouth, NH).
Four SEC measurements were made on each DSS (n¼ 1) and ESS
(n¼ 5) on days 7 and 13. SEC measurements are presented in
DPM units as mean 6 SEM.

Animal Surgery. Animal care and use protocols were
approved by the University of Cincinnati Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committee. On incubation day 14, two ESS were
each cut into four 2 cm � 2 cm grafts (n¼ 8). The grafts were
applied to full thickness excisional wounds on the right flanks of
eight athymic (homozygous nu/nu) mice, sutured, and dressed
[15,19]. Eight additional mice were prepared with autograft,
where the excised skin was removed intact, rotated 180 deg, and
sutured onto the same site. Animals were sacrificed after six
weeks, and the entire circumference between the fore and hind
limbs was excised after orientation landmarks were made with an
indelible marker.

Uniaxial Tensile Testing. Mechanical tests were conducted on
CGS (rehydrated as above), DSS, ESS, grafted ESS, autografts,
and native mouse skin. Prior to mechanical testing, samples were
maintained on cotton filter paper moistened with culture medium
and incubated at 37 �C and 5% CO2. This culture condition main-
tained a moist dermal surface and a dry epidermal environment.
Dumbbell-shaped samples (26 mm in total length with a gauge
region 6 mm long and 2 mm wide) were prepared with a stainless-
steel punch. The punch geometry was designed in consideration
of minimizing the grip effects and the inherent constraints of the
size of the animal grafts. CGS, DSS, and ESS samples did not
possess any discernible preferred orientation and were

punched out to maximize the number of samples available for
testing (n > 6). Grafted ESS, autograft, and mouse skin samples
were punched from the excised skin so that the long axis of the
dumbbell shape followed the rostral-caudal axis of the animal. If
possible, two samples were punched from each grafted ESS and
autograft to provide a duplicate if needed (see below). A single
mouse skin sample was also excised and punched with the same
orientation from the contralateral flank of each mouse.

Mechanical testing was conducted at room temperature and in
ambient conditions (Fig. 1(a)). The tab regions of the sample
(8 mm wide� 10 mm long) were covered with gauze and clamped
with rubber-faced compression grips that were connected to a
materials testing system (100 R; TestResources Inc., Shakoppe,
MN). Mounted samples were stretched to a preload of 0.01 N at a
rate of 0.04 mm/s, preconditioned using a sinusoidal profile con-
sisting of 10 cycles at 0.2 cycles/s and an amplitude of 1.5 mm of
displacement, and finally loaded to failure at 1.2 mm/s (�10%/s).
Load, time, and grip position data were collected at a sampling
rate of 48 Hz and exported as comma separated values (CSV) files
for analysis.

Samples that failed outside of the gauge region were disquali-
fied from data collection. For those cases where two grafted ESS
or autograft samples were obtained from the same graft and the
mechanical tests were both valid, the average of the mechanical
data collected from the two samples was taken as the value for
that graft. Three of the eight grafted ESS samples were also dis-
qualified because the graft area had contracted to the extent that
the ESS portion of the sample could not be secured between the
grips.

Histology. Sample thickness (reported as mean 6 SEM) was
assessed by averaging five measurements made from digital
images of histological sections obtained from the remaining sam-
ple material immediately adjacent to the punched out gauge
region of each sample. Histology samples were also collected at
incubation day 14 prior to grafting for direct comparison with the
grafts after six weeks of remodeling. Samples were fixed in 10%
formalin and embedded in paraffin. Four micrometer thick sec-
tions were stained with Tango (Anatech LTD, Battle Creek, MI),
a replacement dye for hematoxylin.

Human Leukocyte Antigen. Persistence of human ESS on
murine hosts was confirmed by staining paraffin embedded sec-
tions of grafted ESS. Following antigen retrieval in 10 mM so-
dium citrate at pH 6 and 90 �C, a common epitope on human
leukocyte antigens (HLA) A, B, and C (ab70328, Abcam, Cam-
bridge, MA) was detected with a mouse-on-mouse fluorescein-
labeled antibody kit (FMK-2201, Vector Laboratories, Inc., Bur-
lingame, CA) following manufacturers protocols.

Data Analysis. Mechanical data were imported into Matlab
R2010b (Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA) and analyzed with custom
code to calculate the structural properties of linear stiffness (N/
mm), ultimate tensile load (UTL) at failure (N), maximum exten-
sion at failure (mm), and the energy absorbed up to the point of
failure (N-mm) (Fig. 1(b)). The force data were smoothed with a
five-point moving average filter, after which the instantaneous
stiffness was determined from the first derivative of the force-
displacement curve by using a centered finite difference approxi-
mation given by

Si ¼ ðFiþ1 � Fi�1Þ=ðxiþ1 � xi�1Þ (1)

where Si is the instantaneous stiffness at time point i, and F and x
are the load-cell force and grip-position of the preceding (x-i) and
following (xþ i) data points, respectively [20]. Linear stiffness
was then determined from the slope of the best-fit line of the raw
data over a range of 1 mm of displacement that also included the
highest instantaneous stiffness [21]. Ultimate load at failure was
defined as the highest load achieved during the test, and maximum
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extension at failure was defined as the coincident sample exten-
sion at that point. The energy absorbed by the sample was defined
as the area under the load-extension curve up to the point of maxi-
mum failure and calculated using numerical integration. Mechani-
cal properties are reported as mean 6 SEM.

Statistical Analysis. The data were subjected to nonparametric
statistical analysis by the Kruskal–Wallis test for overall differen-
ces in the structural parameters (linear stiffness, ultimate tensile
load, maximum extension, and energy absorbed before failure).
Pairwise comparisons with the Wilcoxon rank sum test were then
done to determine significant differences between groups
(p< 0.05). The data for each of the six groups are presented in
box and whisker plots that show the median, interquartile range,
and maximum and minimum values. All analyses were conducted
using SAS, version 9.3 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC).

Results

Remodeling. Construct remodeling was assessed primarily
from histological sections (Fig. 2) and from other gross measure-
ments and observations as described below. CGS were porous and
variable in thickness (335 6 97 lm). The addition of fibroblasts to
CGS resulted in rapid reduction in sponge surface area by
20% 6 6% within the first 24 h of culture. After two weeks the
surface area of the DSS continued to decrease to 33.6% of the ini-
tial area. DSS thickness increased (406 6 37 lm) compared to
CGS and the fibroblasts remained localized to the top half of the
scaffold. The addition of keratinocytes to form an ESS resulted in
a greater reduction in surface area (52% 6 4%) and an increase in
thickness (595 6 27 lm). SEC measurements on ESS at 7 and 13
days (755 6 7 DPM and 10 6 6 DPM, respectively) indicated that
an epidermal barrier had begun to form. By comparison, SEC
measurements on DSS did not change between days 7 and 13
(843 6 2 DPM and 855 6 8 DPM, respectively). Photomicro-
graphs at day 14 (Fig. 2) confirmed that an epidermal-dermal anat-
omy had formed. These images show a cornified layer that was
separated from a fibroblast remodeled dermal component by a
stratified and nucleated epithelium.

Grafted ESS continued to mature during the six weeks after
grafting. Both grafted ESS and autograft margins remained visible
(dotted white lines) on the mice at two weeks post-surgery
(Fig. 3). At six weeks postsurgery, ESS boundaries were still
observable. In contrast, autograft boundaries were more difficult
to identify. In addition, the scaffold was still visible in histological
sections of grafted ESS, and HLA staining confirmed that the ESS
was populated with human cells (not shown). Measured

thicknesses for grafted ESS (763 6 80 lm) and autograft
(761 6 74 lm) were comparable and greater than intact murine
skin (572 6 34 lm).

Mechanical Properties

In vitro Samples. Responses to loading prior to failure revealed
significant differences in the constructs as a function of cellular
populations and transplantation (Fig. 4). The baseline linear stiff-
ness of a hydrated acellular collagen scaffold (CGS) was
0.023 6 0.004 N/mm. Linear stiffness increased significantly
when fibroblasts (DSS) and fibroblasts and keratinocytes (ESS)
were added and allowed to populate and remodel the matrix for
two weeks in vitro (Fig. 5). Although more force was required to
deform an ESS than a DSS for a given distance, average DSS
stiffness was numerically greater but not statistically different
(0.072 6 0.021 N/mm) than average ESS stiffness (0.060 6 0.012
N/mm) due to a sharp nonlinear increase in the DSS loading curve
just before reaching UTL. UTL, energy, and maximum extension
also increased with the addition of cells with the ESS achieving
the highest values among in vitro constructs (Fig. 5).

In vivo Samples. Significant differences in all four of the
structural mechanical properties tested were observed between
ESS and grafted ESS at six weeks after grafting (Fig. 5). Linear
stiffness, UTL, and energy of grafted ESS increased more than
sevenfold (0.467 6 0.108 N/mm), fourfold (1.50 6 0.54 N), and
nearly twofold (2.79 6 1.49 N-mm), respectively, compared to
ESS in vitro. Maximum extension at failure (5.65 6 1.12 mm)
decreased significantly compared to in vitro ESS
(8.86 6 1.52 mm). Grafted ESS were also significantly stiffer than
native murine skin (0.221 6 0.061 N/mm) but not compared to
autograft (0.341 6 0.115 N/mm). Conversely, maximum exten-
sion was significantly higher for murine skin (12.30 6 1.15 mm)
than in grafted ESS or autograft (8.85 6 1.62). Although UTL was
highest in grafted ESS and energy absorbed until failure was high-
est in murine skin, no significant differences in these properties
were found among in vivo samples.

Discussion

Although ESS have provided an alternative for treating patients
with massive burns and other conditions that require skin grafting,
improvements are required to restore the complete anatomy and
physiology of healthy, uninjured skin. Therefore, a comprehensive
understanding of the remodeling process before and after trans-
plantation is fundamental to restoring the repaired skin’s organiza-
tion and functional properties, such as tissue stability and range of

Fig. 1 Representative test specimen and loading curve. (a) A dog-bone-shaped
sample placed between grips and gauze for uniaxial failure testing. Markers were
placed on the surface to facilitate strain analysis if needed (scale 5 mm). (b) The
load-extension curve of an ESS graft depicting where the structural properties of
an ESS graft were extracted from, including the ultimate load at failure (N), the max-
imum extension at failure (mm), the linear stiffness (N/mm) (red-line), and the
energy absorbed up to failure (N-mm) (gray area under the curve).
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motion [22], that promote restoration of the activities of daily liv-
ing and quality of life. In addition, improvement of the mechani-
cal properties of ESS in vitro would facilitate surgical application,
reduce graft loss due to mechanical shear, simplify nursing care,
and allow for earlier mobilization of patients after grafting.

The mechanical properties of skin arise primarily from the
composition and organization of ECM in the dermis, which varies
with anatomic site, age, and genetic background of the individual
[23]. This variability gives rise to a large range of reported me-
chanical properties of human skin, including ultimate tensile

Fig. 2 Sample histology. Representative histological sections show the progres-
sion of engineered skin substitute (ESS) remodeling from (a) an acellular collagen-
glycosaminoglycan sponge (CGS), (b) dermal skin substitute (DSS) cultured
in vitro two weeks, (c) ESS cultured in vitro two weeks, (d) grafted ESS six weeks
post implantation on athymic mice, and compared to (e) mouse autograft, and (f)
native mouse skin. Scale bar 5 0.5 mm.

Fig. 3 Grafted ESS and autograft postsurgery. (a) At two weeks postsurgery the
grafted ESS is still visible. (b) At six weeks postsurgery the grafted ESS margins
are less distinguishable from the surrounding skin. The autograft shows better
integration and a better appearance at (c) two weeks that (d) continues to improve
so that at six weeks it is difficult to find the margins. Scale is in cm.
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strength (UTS), which ranges from approximately 1 to 40 MPa
[24,25]. The bulk tensile mechanical properties of skin derive pri-
marily from the collagen fibers in the dermis [24]. When the tissue
is stretched uniaxially it exhibits strain-stiffening behavior that is
attributed to the progressive recruitment of collagen fibers that
rotate, align, and straighten in the direction of stretch until the
point of failure. Alterations in this characteristic J-shaped load-
displacement curve reflect differences in the microstructure of the
tissue, such as collagen fiber morphology, organization, cross-link
density, and the presence or absence of other ECM proteins, such
as elastic fibers and proteoglycans. For example, Oxlund et al.
reported that controlled enzymatic digestion of elastic fibers in rat
skin changed the shape of the loading curve [26]. Although the
failure properties remained unchanged, the treated skin samples
were more extensible and less stiff in the early portion of the
curve (i.e., toe region) than controls, indicating that elastin fibers
are important load-bearing elements for small deformations but
not for tissue strength. Experiments such as these demonstrate that
the biomechanical analysis of engineered skin can provide impor-
tant insights on the microstructure and compositional changes that
may occur during the remodeling process.

In this study, alterations in the mechanical behavior of ESS
were observed for both the in vitro and in vivo phases of the
remodeling process. Several factors were found to contribute to
ESS mechanical strength including synthesis of new ECM and
degradation of scaffold, cellular replication, differentiation, and
tissue morphogenesis. The addition of fibroblasts to the CGS
resulted in a substantial reduction in scaffold area and a modest
increase in the mechanical properties (Figs. 4 and 5). These
changes are similar to those observed in collagen gel systems
where fibroblasts rapidly compact the gel, realign fibers, and gen-
erate endogenous tension over a few days [27–29].

The addition of keratinocytes in close proximity to the fibro-
blasts in the scaffold led to important morphological changes in
the ESS that included the formation of the dermal-epidermal junc-
tion (DEJ) and a differentiated and stratified epidermis. Several of
the components that make up these structures have been identified
as important components of the biomechanical structure of the

tissue, including involucrin, loricrin, and the keratin intermediate
filaments bound together by desmosomes [30,31]. These compo-
nents have been identified in ESS previously in this lab [14] and
are likely responsible for part of the increase in mechanical prop-
erties observed here. Other studies have also demonstrated a
strong correlation between ESS tensile strength and the properties
of the engineered epidermis that improve with longer culture
times [27,32]. Ebersole et al., using a similar culture system based
on electrospun fibers instead of biopolymer sponges, reported an
average UTS value of 0.4 MPa at 14 days that increased to
0.6 MPa at 21 days. The average UTS of ESS in this study, calcu-
lated by dividing UTL by the width of the gauge region and aver-
age sample thickness, was comparable and estimated to be
0.3 MPa. Progressive improvements in ESS mechanical properties
with increased in vitro culture time are, however, limited. Previ-
ous work in this laboratory has shown that after approximately
four weeks, the ESS loses mechanical stability (unpublished data),
which suggests that the fibroblasts are unable to produce a well-
connected network of ECM fast enough to replace the degraded
and weakened scaffold. As a result, ESS must be grafted to host
tissue within approximately two to three weeks for continued
development.

The in vivo environment provides a complex, multifactorial
environment that significantly stiffened and strengthened the
grafted ESS. Although some of the processes responsible for these
changes were likely maintained or initiated under in vitro condi-
tions, the in vivo environment undoubtedly supported formation
of a stable dermal ECM composed of collagen, and likely com-
plexed to the DEJ. Access to a vascular supply, inflammatory
mediators, growth factors, and an altered mechanical environment
are all likely contributors to the changes in mechanical behavior
and remodeling observed here. Stiffness and UTL increased
approximately eightfold and fourfold, respectively, after ESS
transplantation to wounds in athymic mice. An average UTL of
1.5 N corresponds to an estimated UTS of 1.0 MPa, which is
within the range of reported values for human skin, albeit at the
extreme lower boundary [24,25,33]. These results are consistent
with the outcomes in clinical studies [9] in which burn patients
are able to begin ambulation within one month after grafting with-
out mechanical failure of the healing ESS.

With respect to ECM, although the amount of collagen in the
grafted ESS was not quantified, it is reasonable to expect that the
increase in grafted ESS stiffness and strength reflected higher
amounts of collagen. Grafted ESS, however, also failed at lower
maximum extension than any other group including the in vitro
ESS. The shorter toe region in these samples (Fig. 4) suggests that
there are few elastic fibers (if any) present at the time point tested.
Elastic fibers are recruited at the onset of stretch and shift the
onset of strain-stiffening behavior to higher levels of tissue
stretch. The fact that maximum extension at failure is higher
in vitro likely reflects the compliance of the epidermal layer and
that not enough collagen has been produced in vitro for the dermal
component to provide full mechanical support. Elastic fiber pro-
duction has been observed in ESS grafted to nude mice by others
[34]. Berthod et al. detected isolated aggregates of human elastin
five days after transplantation that became more homogenously
deposited after 40 days, but the elastic fiber network did not begin
to become well organized and structured until 90 days after trans-
plantation [34]. Because the grafts in this study were only allowed
to remodel for 42 days, it is likely that sufficient time had not
elapsed for the human cells populating the graft to produce a
mature elastic network.

The mechanical response of murine autograft and intact skin
were also assessed as controls so that contributions to the remod-
eling process from the surgery could be evaluated. Murine auto-
graft was significantly less compliant and stiffer than intact skin,
demonstrating that some of the changes in mechanical properties
observed in grafted ESS can be attributed to inflammation and the
wound healing process. These controls, however, do not provide
the reference points for comparison that native human skin before

Fig. 4 Averaged load-displacement curves. The averaged sam-
ple responses (filled circles) are depicted prior to the point of
failure of the first sample in the group. The corresponding
standard deviation is indicated by the shaded region. The addi-
tion of fibroblasts (DSS) and coculture of fibroblasts and kerati-
nocytes (ESS) increased the stiffness and UTL of the construct
before failure occurred. Substantial improvements in mechani-
cal properties developed in six-week grafted ESS. The grafted
ESS and autograft were both stiffer and less compliant than the
native mouse skin.
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and after grafting could provide; human skin is substantially
thicker, stiffer, and stronger than mouse skin. Thus, the compari-
son with murine skin is limited in its comparative value to human
skin, and simply means that grafted ESS gains at least as much
mechanical strength as uninjured mammalian skin, although not
human. Therefore, future studies should be performed with split-
thickness human skin as a control [19,35].

Although some relationships between ECM microstructure and
tissue function have been clearly established, a more detailed
view of how the constituents of the ECM are organized locally
and integrated globally across scales to produce the tissue’s me-
chanical properties (i.e., multiscale mechanical interactions) is
necessary. Small local changes in the ECM can have a profound
effect on the mechanical function of the tissue, a phenomenon that
is observable in a number of genetic connective tissue disorders
[36,37], and that partially explains the variability in skin mechani-
cal properties. With regard to ESS, because the relationships
between microscopic structure and macroscopic function are only
understood at an elementary level, it is difficult to evaluate where
improvements need to be made in these constructs. With many
complicated phenomena operating at multiple scales and regulated
to varying degrees by the properties of the ECM, mechanical
models become a necessary tool for the elucidation of the relation-
ships between individual ECM components and the aggregate
properties and function of tissues [38,39]. Such computational
models, when coupled with in vivo and in vitro data, could be
used to understand and assess how the microstructure in an ESS
produces its mechanical properties so that new models of
improved ESS can be designed. The data obtained in this study
serve as a basis for the development of such models. Model con-
struction, in turn, fosters the development of fresh ideas for exam-

ining ESS remodeling and for designing new studies to obtain
model data. Such studies may include measurements of the spatial
and temporal distributions of collagen and elastin via biochemical
assays [40] and multiphoton microscopy [41] and analysis of gene
expression via microarray analysis [8].

Conclusions

The data reported from this study show the dynamic capabilities
of engineered skin to change over time, to respond to the systemic
physiology after transplantation, and to increase in mechanical
strength. From this study, it may be concluded that the develop-
ment of mechanical properties in engineered skin depends on the
combination of specific cellular populations (number and type),
biopolymer scaffolds, and time. Furthermore, the conditions for
fabrication and maturation of ESS in vitro are deficient and do not
promote stable long-term tissue morphogenesis. Transplantation
of engineered skin to wounds provides a complete complement of
factors required to restore the essential mechanical and biological
properties for stable and durable tissue repair, but it does not rep-
resent true regeneration. Morphogenesis and remodeling of ESS
requires more time than native skin autograft after transplantation
to excised, full-thickness wounds but reaches comparable me-
chanical strength. Future studies of mechanical properties of ESS
before and after transplantation are expected to allow identifica-
tion and regulation of factors that are required for reductions of
morbidity in treatment of burns, scars, and chronic wounds.
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Fig. 5 Structural property boxplots. (a) Linear stiffness, (b) ultimate tensile load, (c) energy, (d)
maximum extension for CGS (n 5 11), DSS (n 5 6), ESS (n 5 23), grafted ESS (GESS, n 5 5), auto-
graft (AG, n 5 8), and intact murine skin (n 5 13). Shaded area corresponds to in vivo samples
collected from athymic mice at six weeks after grafting. a indicates significant difference
(p <0.05) between in vitro group with CGS, b indicates significant difference (p < 0.05) between
ESS and DSS. c indicates significant difference (p < 0.05) between grafted ESS and ESS. d indi-
cates significant difference (p < 0.05) between grafted ESS and autograft. e indicates significant
difference (p < 0.05) between grafted ESS and ungrafted murine skin. f indicates significant dif-
ference (p < 0.05) between autograft and skin.
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